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The proposed teaching and assessment methodology that appear in the guide may be subject to changes as a
result of the restrictions to face-to-face class attendance imposed by the health authorities.

Prerequisites

The student must be able to express himself / herself correctly orally and in writing. For this reason, any
spelling and expression errors that may occur will lead to a decrease in the score in the final grade.

It is also considered that the student knows the general rules of presentation of an academic work. However, if
necessary, the student will apply the specific rules that may be indicated by the teacher of the subject.

The activities, practices and works presented in the subject must be original and will not admit, under any
circumstances, the total or partial plagiarism of other people's materials published in any support. Any
presentation of non-original material without properly indicating its origin will automatically lead to the rating of
suspense (0), regardless of any disciplinary process that may take place.

Objectives and Contextualisation

«Commentary of literary texts» is part of the 60 credits of basic training of the Degree in Spanish Language
and Literature, which the student takes together with other subjects in Spanish and Latin American language
and literature, as well as other transversal subjects.

The main objective of the course is to familiarize students with text commentary by providing them with the
necessary tools to make a text commentary from any of the periods of Spanish literature.

Competences

Develop arguments applicable to the fields of Hispanic literature, literary theory, Spanish language and
linguistics, and evaluate their academic relevance.
Identify the linguistic characteristics of the different periods in the evolution of the Spanish language.
Students can apply the knowledge to their own work or vocation in a professional manner and have the
powers generally demonstrated by preparing and defending arguments and solving problems within
their area of study.

Students must have and understand knowledge of an area of study built on the basis of general
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Students must have and understand knowledge of an area of study built on the basis of general
secondary education, and while it relies on some advanced textbooks it also includes some aspects
coming from the forefront of its field of study.
Use digital tools and specific documentary sources to gather and organise information.
Use the methodology and concepts of literary analysis taking into account sources and contexts.

Learning Outcomes

Analyse rhetorically a text from any period.
Apply the principles of ecdotics to text commentary.
Apply the techniques and methods of literary and linguistic commentary of texts and critical analysis of
works as a whole.
Apply the theoretical knowledge acquired to carry out work.
Argue about different topics and problems of literary language in relation to different works and evaluate
the results.
Make literary predictions and inferences about the content of a text.
Recognise the major genres from the perspective of poetics and their evolution over the centuries.
Recognise the major genres from the perspective of poetics and their evolution over the centuries.
Relate the linguistic resources of Spanish to their literary function.
To delimit the characteristics of literary language.
Use digital tools and documentary sources to obtain, classify, interpret and analyse relevant data
related to the practice of commenting on literary texts.
Use the appropriate terminology in the construction of an academic text and in the transmission of their
knowledge.

Content

1. Introduction to the commentary of literary texts

What is a literary commentary?

The steps of a literary commentary

Contextualisation of the text

Author and tradition

Literary language resources

Main critical approaches

2. Commentary on poetry

Finding the theme of a poem

Describing the structure

Stylistic analysis

Versification

Rhetorical figures

3. Commentary on narrative

Plot and conflict

Characters
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Narrator

Point of view

Time and location

4. Commentary on dramatic texts

Plot and conflict

Dramatic structure

Dialogue

Characters

Time and location

Scenic language

Methodology

The learning of this subject by the students is distributed as follows:

Directed activities (35%). These activities are divided into master classes and seminars and classroom
practices led by the faculty, in which theoretical explanation is combined with discussion of all types of texts.

Supervised activities (10%). These tutorials are programmed by the teacher, dedicated to correcting and
commenting on problems at different levels of literary analysis.

Autonomous activities (50%). These activities include both time devoted to individual study and production of
reviews, papers and analytical comments written, as well as oral presentations.

Evaluation activities (5%). The evaluation of the subject will be carried out through written tests and oral
presentations.

Annotation: Within the schedule set by the centre or degree programme, 15 minutes of one class will be
reserved for students to evaluate their lecturers and their courses or modules through questionnaires.

Activities

Title Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Type: Directed

Master classes 60 2.4 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 7, 8

Type: Supervised

Programmed tutorials: correcting and analysing literary commentaries 15 0.6 1, 4, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 10, 7, 8

Type: Autonomous

Elaboration of academic essays, personal study and readiness 75 3 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 10, 7, 8

Assessment

The evaluation will consist of two comments on written texts delivered throughout the course, a final written
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The evaluation will consist of two comments on written texts delivered throughout the course, a final written
test and participation.

The two written comments will represent 60% of the final grade, given that each of the comments will be
equivalent to 30% of the grade.

The final written test will represent 30% of the final grade.

Participation will represent 10% of the final grade.

In order to be evaluated, students must submit the three items within the term established by the teacher, as
well as that he / she meets the requirement of having participated in class.

The teaching methodology and the evaluation proposed in the guide may undergo some modification
depending on the restrictions to presence imposed by the health authorities.

In the event that tests or exams cannot be taken onsite, they will be adapted to an online format made
available through the UAB's virtual tools (original weighting will be maintained). Homework, activities and class
participation will be carried out through forums, wikis and/or discussion on Teams, etc. Lecturers will ensure
that students are able to access these virtual tools, or will offer them feasible alternatives.

In the event of a student committing any irregularity that may lead to a significant variation in the grade
awarded to an assessment activity, the student will be given a zero for this activity, regardless of any
disciplinary process that may take place. In the event of several irregularities in assessment activities of the
same subject, the student will be given a zero as the final grade for this subject.

Evaluation review procedure:

At the time of each evaluation activity, the teacher will inform the student (Moodle) of theprocedure and date of
revision of the grades.

Recovery procedure:

Students who, once the average of the various tests has been completed, do not obtain a grade equal to or
greater than 5 may take recovery, provided they meet the following requirements:

Have submitted at least one of the text comments on writen.
Having taken the written test and having obtained at least a 3.5 in it.
Have participated in class in the manner stipulated by the teacher.

The grade obtained in the recovery will replace the lowest grade obtained throughout the course.

The student will be able to agree with the teacher which evaluation will recover.

Misspellings and drafting drop points.

The student will receive the grade of "Not assessable" as long as he / she has not delivered more than 30% of
the evaluation activities.

Assessment Activities

Title Weighting Hours ECTS Learning Outcomes

Oral presentation 10 0 0 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 7, 8

Text Comment on Written 1 30 0 0 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 10, 7, 8

Text Comment on Written 2 30 0 0 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 10, 7, 8

Written test 30 0 0 1, 4, 2, 3, 5, 9, 6, 11, 7, 8
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Software

It is not necessary for students to install any software specifically for this subject on their personal computer.
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